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“Guru Squad”

Wayne Knowles
gunk@att.net

General Flight Sim questions; GPS; FS9; FSX;
some hardware /display; all with reference to XP.

Dave Jones
davjones@atlantic.net

AI traffic; ATC; repainting aircraft; flying
transport type aircraft (B727, B737-

200,B757, B767, and MD80);fooling with
various .cfg files to achieve particular results.

John Allard
allardjd@earthlink.net

General flight sim questions; FS9 and XP;
IFR flight; props & turbo props; Just Flight

AirHauler; Just Flight Traffic 2005; Radar Contact;
FS Navigator; Airport editors; aircraft.cfg

and panel.cfg file issues; weight and balance
issues; panels; free airport diagrams to order
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OFSC Financial Report for the period ending May 31,
2010
Funds expended this period:  None
Cash on  hand and held by Gene Ayers:   $64.00.
Financial records can be reviewed at any OFSC
meeting. Notify Gene of your desire to see the records.

Financial Report
by Gene Ayers

Contact the “geek squad” via  e-mail with any problems plagueing you.

Newsletter Staff

Wayne Knowles - Left Seat
gunk@att.net

Steve Austin - Editor
austin82647@yahoo.com

John Allard - Writer
allardjd@earthlink.net

Carol Ayers - Photographer

George Million - OFSC Logo Design

Any member having an interest in volunteering in club related

tasks or meeting presentations, please get with Wayne.
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May OFSC Meeting
by John Allard

Our regular meeting began at 6:00 PM on Thursday, May
6th at Landmark Aviation.  We had two visitors at the
meeting, breaking with the recent trend of none.

Steve Austin’s high-school age grandson Tildon Smith
attended with his Grandpa, probably single-handedly
lowering our average age by about five years.  Tildon
seems a polite young man – too polite to act embarrassed
or bored to tears by a bunch of geezers who put him on
the spot to introduce and talk about himself.  None the
less, he carried it off quite well.  We hope he’ll visit us
again from time to time.

Our second visitor, Bill Fowler, turns out to be a nearby
neighbor, only a quarter mile or so down the road from
the Allard house.  Bill is a retired Delta captain who divides
his time between Ocala, Georgia and Montana.  It appears
he is new to the Microsoft Flight Simulator version of flight
simulation, but will have had many hours sweating it out
in the “emergency generator” variety that the airlines make
extensive use of.  He had to leave just before the meeting
ended, so we didn’t get a chance to talk to him at length.
Hopefully Bill’s interest was piqued by attending our
meeting and we’ll be seeing him in the future.

We received a brief treasury status update from Gene
Ayers, if $40 can be considered treasure.

Steve Austin was acknowledged by the members for his
great work on his first time at bat as editor of the May
issue of our newsletter, the Gosport.

Jack Neal provided a very interesting talk about recent
experiences in AirHauler and followed it up by answering
questions from members about his adventures and the
program.  Jack’s tale was a five-leg trash-hauling
travelogue that began from KMKC (Kansas City MO).
He took in KJBR (Jonesboro AR), KAGR (Walnut Ridge
AR), M31 (Arnold TN) and KDEX (Dexter MO), dropping
off and picking up various available cargoes along the
way in a Cessna Caravan.  Enroute he dealt with bad
weather and made a well-advised precautionary landing
to deal with a failed altimeter before entering IMC weather.
Later he incurred some rather expensive flap damage
as well. In the end his revenue was about $39,000, with
expenses (fuel, landing fees, repairs) of around $29,000.
He turned a well-earned profit for one of his three
AirHauler freight companies, and claims he had a lot of
fun and learned a lot along the way.  You can’t ask for
any more than that.

John Allard gave a simultaneous demonstration of two
software products, VAC (Voice Activated Commands) and
Web-based ATC Simulator.  He first showed how the VAC
package is set up to send keystroke sequences to the
active program in response to spoken trigger phrases,
using Microsoft Voice Recognition technology.  He then
started the ATC Simulator and demonstrated sending pre-
programmed commands, normally invoked by
keystrokes, simply by speaking the related phrases.  In
the faux pas of the evening, John discovered when
breaking down the setup that he’d never plugged in the
cables from his headset and boom mike – the built in
microphone in the laptop saved him.

When a fly lands on the ceiling does he
land from a half roll, a half loop, or can

he fly inverted? Somehow he must have
his feet extended upward.

Dave Clark

Answer on Pg. 14

???????????????????
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Breakfast Report
by John Allard

The May breakfast was held on the 13th at Mimi’s and
seemed to be a success.  Despite the threat of no
coupons, we managed to get our hands on three, so some
of the couples were covered – it wasn’t quite enough, but
better than none.

Thirteen attended and for a change, the ladies
outnumbered the men.  Carmen Gerber was there with
more tales of government roadblocks between her and
her first drivers license.  They aren’t making it easy for
her, but fortunately Gene and Carol Ayers helped her out
for this event.  It’s always good to see her.

Wayne and Lea’s son Mark and daughter-in-law Mary
Lyn attended too, adding some new and younger faces
to our old gang.

The seating this time was down the way and around the
corner from where Mimi’s placed us on our last visit there.
You may recall that it was kind of cramped and cozy at
that one, with hardly any room to swing your arms when
describing a crosswind final.  This time we had plenty of
elbow room.  Food and service was good.

Somehow George Million managed to get himself into
both the men’s and ladies photos this time – you’ve got
to watch George every minute.  Since Carol is in the ladies
photo, I assume she must have recruited a waitress to
take the shot with her spiffy new camera.  She did great
work with the old one so we’re expecting even more and
better from the new one.

We had the usual egg-change in the parking lot at the
end.

If you have breakfast suggestions, e-mail John Allard at
allardjd@earthlink.net

May Dinner
by John Allard

We had another relatively small group for dinner this time.
We supped at the Schnitzel Factory on May 27th – only
ten in all.  Despite that we had quite a good time and
enjoyed some relatively out-of-the-norm food.  The
Millions, Knowles, Puttres and Tuckers attended, and Jim
Dillman and me.  The smaller groups seem to be just as
lively and as much fun as the larger ones, with the added
benefit of mostly being able to hear everything that’s said.

Wayne was in his usual good form, keeping Petra, our
waitress, on her toes.  She gave as good as she got and
I think Wayne enjoyed the banter.  When Wayne asked if
there were onions in the slaw and Petra answered, “Nein”,
he made the observation that that was an awful lot of
onions.  We all tried out our very limited German in one
form or another and Jim Dillman seemed to have the
best command of it.

There was a little concern when the Ayers did not
appear – they nearly always do, but they were heard
from later and all was well.  They were just busy
with other things.

The food was excellent, the service good and I
believe most everyone opted for dessert – though
most shared portions between the couples.  Jim and
I had no one to share with so just had to be brave
and eat full helpings ourselves.

Ending on a high note, the restaurant gave a 10%
discount to the whole table.  I don’t recall that having
happened for us anywhere else we’ve visited, and
was most welcome.  Not bad – not bad at all.  I
hope to see you at the next one.

If you have dinner suggestions, e-mail Lea Knowles
at gunk76@gmail.com

The Schnitzel FactoryThe Schnitzel FactoryThe Schnitzel FactoryThe Schnitzel FactoryThe Schnitzel Factory
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Thank-Yous and Attaboys
by John Allard

Member Category:
For a great presentation of a five-leg
AirHauler trek, hauling freight  through the
wilds of the Mississippi valley at the May
meeting, Jack Neal.

For an excellent first time at bat as Gosport
Editor for the May issue, new editor Steve
Austin.

For contributing the airspeed indicator
article for last month’s newsletter, a tip of
the duty writer’s hat to Wayne Knowles, a
member who’s always “up to speed”.

Non-Member Category:

For once again (or twice again) ably helping out OFSC
members with assorted PC issues, Jonathan Van
Cleef at VC Computing in Belleview.  Jeff Abrams and
John Allard are recent satisfied customers.  [See the

VC Computing business card in the Friends of OFSC

graphic, elsewhere in this issue.]

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NOTE: The newsletter staff has no wish to slight anyone – ever.

If you know of someone who deserves mention here, please let

Editor Dave Clark or John Allard know.  If someone should have

been mentioned and wasn’t, please assume it was an honest

oversight and let us know so we can correct the situation.

Bill West’s Simulator Check Ride
by John Allard

Last week I received an unexpected e-mail from
Canada.  It was from Bonnie, and simply said…

Bill & I are in Richmond British Columbia for his

737 Flight Simulator check ride. he did very

well and was as happy as a little kid in a candy

store.

Here are some pictures from it.

You can pass them along if you think anyone

would be interested.

Bonnie

Well, I think you all will be interested, so here they are.
This looks like entirely more fun than one man ought to
be allowed to have.  I’m looking forward to hearing the
whole story when Bill and Bonnie return later this year.

Cover Story

Gosport Back-Issues
by John Allard

Looking for a previous issue?  They’re all available as
PDF file downloads from the Mutley’s Hangar forum site.
Go to…

http://forum.mutleyshangar.com/index.php

Scroll down to “The Ocala Flight Sim Club Forums.”

Within that is a “Newsletter” section.  Separate threads
exist in that section for each year, beginning with our first
issue in June 2008.  The threads contain the table of
contents for each issue, so you may not have to open
each PDF to find what you’re looking for.
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John’s Corner
True Air Speed

by John Allard

Our topic this month is True
Air Speed.  This is a technical
topic, which I’ll attempt to
handle as non-technically as
I can get away with.  It’s not
going to be number-free, but
almost so.  This will be a
rough, back-of-the-envelope
approach to it, not a quest for
mathematical Nirvana.

I’ve found that relatively few
people really understand the concept, much less the
details of True Air Speed (TAS hereafter).  Real-world
pilots of high performance AC universally must and do
understand it. Its effects upon them are significant and it
is part and parcel of the phenomenon they must deal
with every time they fly.  Low altitude flyers of relatively
low performance aircraft may understand it or may not,
mainly because its effects on them are relatively subtle.
It’s not something they have to understand in any detail
to successfully plod through the lowly skies where the
houses are big and the air speed reading is small.  An
understanding of TAS is required knowledge for the
Private Pilot License written exam, but so is the definition
of an Occluded Front and the cause of P-Factor; we can
all explain those in some detail, right?

For those of us who are strictly simulator pilots it seems
as if a good understanding of TAS may be a bit spotty.
As in real world aviation, a lot depends on what you fly
and where you fly it though I know that some simulator
pilots flying high performance aircraft do so in such a
simplified manner that they also may not be bothered
with things as arcane as TAS.  I’ll attempt in the remainder
of this article to help expand your understanding of TAS
if you’re unfamiliar with it or if your knowledge of it is a
little uncertain.

TAS is the gold standard of aircraft performance – the
only accurate and universal measure of speed.  It is,
logically enough, the true speed at which the aircraft is
penetrating the air mass in which it is flying.  If you could
see an individual air molecule out the window of the
airplane and you could accurately measure the speed at
which you’re passing by it, that’s TAS.  The air mass you’re
in may be moving with respect to the ground (wind aloft)
and your Airspeed Indicator may be saying something
else entirely (IAS) but TAS is the speed at which you are
actually passing through the air mass you are within.

We’re all pretty familiar with Indicated Airspeed (IAS
hereafter), which is what the Airspeed Indicator in the

panel displays (unless you forgot to turn on the Pitot Heat
switch) – that seems simple enough.  The Airspeed
Indicator is a simple device, no more than a fancy wind
speed indicator in a can.  A pitot tube on the aircraft points
forward and the faster the aircraft flies, the harder the
wind of passage is blowing into the tube.  That pressure
effect in the tube deflects the indicator in proportion to
how fast the air is blowing into the pitot tube.  Simplicity
itself.

What may not be obvious, however, is that, except in
certain very specific conditions, what is registered by the
Airspeed Indicator is not a true measure of the speed of
passage through the air mass.  The reason in a nutshell
is that the accuracy of the device is affected by air density.
Air density is widely variable in flight and the less dense
the air the plane is flying in, the less force it exerts on the
things connected to that pitot tube at any given speed of
passage.  In effect, anything that affects the air density
begins to make a liar of the trusty old Airspeed Indicator.

To establish a baseline for things, at sea level (MSL), in a
standard atmosphere, IAS and TAS are the same –
Airspeed Indicators are designed and calibrated to make
it so.  Just what is a standard atmosphere, you might
ask?  Simple too – 59 degrees Fahrenheit and 29.92
inches of mercury of barometric pressure, (or 15 degrees
Celsius and 1013 hectopascals, if you’re somewhere
outside of the clutches of the FAA).  So, all is well and
good if you’re buzzing the beach at Daytona on a nice,
cool Florida day.  Your TAS is the same as your IAS and
life is good, at least until someone gets your N-number
and calls the FAA about the buzz job.

Things begin to change when either of those components
of a standard atmosphere depart from standard
conditions.  Changes in either temperature or pressure,
but especially pressure, begin to affect the accuracy of
the Airspeed Indicator.  Pressure differences result from
ambient barometric pressure changes, but most
dramatically from changes in altitude.  The higher you
go, the lower the atmospheric pressure, i.e. the less dense
the air.  Similarly, temperature varies with weather and
altitude as well and that’s the other factor affecting air
density and the accuracy of the Airspeed Indicator.

In general terms, the higher you go, the more difference
there is between TAS and IAS.  Understanding TAS is
important mainly for flight planning and navigation kinds
of things.  For the parameters typically defined by aircraft
Vspeeds, i.e. stall speed, gear and flap operating speeds,
maneuvering speed, never-exceed speed, etc, IAS is
generally used.  Wings and propellers are affected by
the same things that deceive the Airspeed Indicator, so
IAS is the reference for Vspeed-type values.
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Practically speaking, the error of the displayed IAS
increases with increasing altitude.  The error is a too-low
reading on the Airspeed Indicator.  There are a couple of
important effects that flow from all this…

1) TAS is exactly the same as ground speed in the
mythical, oft-cited but never actually encountered, still
air.
2) The higher you go, the faster you go, at any given IAS.

The latter effect is quite real and can be used to good
effect in flight planning.  Going higher, within limits, permits
you to go faster over the ground and quite possibly to go
further on your fuel.  For any given AC there is a height at
which TAS is the best.  It’s a complicated thing and is
affected by the response of the engine to altitude, the
power setting used and the efficiency of the wing and
propeller in the less dense air.  You can determine most
of what you need to know about that from the Pilot’s
Operating Handbook, if available, or by experimentation
in Flight Simulator. The range effects are further
complicated by the fuel needed to climb to that height
and the wind speed and direction in which the AC will
cruise.  None the less, if you want to go faster or further
or both, consider going higher.

Large, complex aircraft typically have the on-board
capability to calculate and display TAS directly through
various magical means, if you know where to look.  Flight
Sim itself offers the option to have the panel Airspeed
Indicator read TAS (Top-Line Menu -> Aircraft -> Realism
Settings -> Display True Air Speed) for any FS aircraft,
but it’s hardly a realistic way to fly.  Even in the high-
priced heavy iron in the real world, the Airspeed Indicator
does not display TAS directly – if it’s available, it’s
elsewhere and choosing that option in FS is a severe
departure from reality.  There’s another way, however and
it’s pretty easy.

To try to quantify all this, there’s a rule of thumb for
estimating TAS that will get us close enough for most
practical purposes.  The rule neglects the effects of
temperature and local barometric pressure, instead
relying entirely on applying a correction for altitude.
Practically speaking, altitude is the dominant factor and
using the rule of thumb gets us pretty close in most cases.
It is…

TAS = IAS + 2% of IAS per thousand feet above
MSL

e.g.  100 KIAS @ 10,000’ MSL = 120 KTAS

or 180 KIAS @ 25,000’ MSL = 270 KTAS

or 147 KIAS @ 17,500’ MSL = 198 KTAS

As you can see from the above, the effects are pretty
significant as altitude increases.  Taking advantage of
those effects can yield some very nice performance
enhancements when applied over a fairly long distance
flight – ignoring them can lead to some severe
inaccuracies in flight planning.  If flying at 5,000 feet the
differences are almost negligible - a mere 10%.  Going
ever higher, however, compounds the difference and
makes understanding the importance of  the phenomenon
increasingly important.

It’s interesting to note that at very high altitudes the
difference between IAS and TAS becomes extreme.
Consider 50,000 feet, where that 2% per thousand feet
error now results in a 100% difference. Now lets go up to
70,000 feet (or better), where the U2 still flies, or 85,000
(or better) where the SR-71 Blackbird once plied its trade.
The effect is that the aircraft has entered a region where
it is simultaneously flying very fast and very slow.  The
engines may be gasping for air, particularly in the less
powerful U2.  For the pitot tubes and wings and control
surfaces to actually encounter an air molecule becomes
almost an unusual event.  None the less, the thing is
eating up the miles at a nearly incredible rate.  It’s almost
paradoxical but the U2 at very high altitude is flying on
the edge of a stall and simultaneously covering ground
at a very good clip.  It’s a strange corner of the envelope
indeed.

For the purists reading this, lest I be called on the carpet
for a poorly researched article, some things are
intentionally neglected or glossed over in the foregoing.
The rule of thumb is merely an approximation, better
under some conditions than others, but never wholly
precise.  The entire topic of Calibrated Airspeed is ignored.
Having the Airspeed Indicator in a pressurized cockpit
and the use of a static port for a reference pressure is
not mentioned.  Using Mach number as a basis for TAS
is absent here.  All these omissions, and others, as well
as a very simplistic treatment of the variables and
calculations, are intentional in order to present a simplified
explanation of a complex topic for the intended audience,
Flight Simulator enthusiasts.  As with most things in the
Flight Sim world, this article is “NOT FOR REAL WORLD
NAVIGATION”. It’s a Flight Sim thing and for that, it’s
good enough.
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Ocala Flight Sim Club

Veterans Honor Roll

Jim Dillman US Army………………………………………………………..……...........… 1943-1946 WW II

Jack Neal US Navy………………………………………………………….……...........… 1944-1946 WW II

Ken Smith USMC………………………………………………..............……1945-1949; 1950-1953 WW II

Dave Clark US Army Air Force………………………………………………….................1945-1946 WW II

Bob Puttre USAF………………………………………………………………………...........……..1948-1969

George Million US Navy…………………………………………………….........……....…………1951-1955

Wayne Knowles US Air Force…………………………………………………………...........……1951-1955

Gene Ayers US …………………………………………………………………………........…….. 1954-1973

Charles Caravetta US Navy………………….....................…1955-1965; US Naval Reserve, 1981-1985

Bill West Royal Canadian Air Force   …....................................................................1955-1957

Henry Jazwinski US Army………………………………………………..........…….……………..1958-1964

Daniel (Skip) Tucker US Navy………………………………………………...........….………….1959–1965

Bill Tiedemann US Coast Guard………………………………….………………............……….1960-1965

JP Tyson US National Guard……………………………………………………………….............1964-1971

Steve Austin US Navy……………………………………………………………………..........…..1966-1970

John Allard US Navy………………………………………………………………………..........….1966-1970

John McWatters US Army……………………………………………………………….…............1966-1968

Harold Reeg US Army……………………………………………………………………..........…..1967-1970

Matt Olieman US Army……………………………………………………………….…….........….1968-1971

David Jones US Air Force……………………....................…1970-1973; Air National Guard, 1973-1976

HATS OFF TO ALL OUR VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES
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AirHaulers -> AirHaulics – June
AirHauler Starting Modes

by: John Allard

Earlier this week I did a little analysis on AirHauler
starting modes to respond to a posting from a user
on the Just Flight/AirHauler forum.  It seemed a good
topic for this monthly article too, so I’ve woven that
analysis in, by way of helping to explain the choices
one is faced with when beginning in AirHauler.

Upon entering AirHauler for the first time, the
budding freight entrepreneur is faced with a series
of choices that must be made before actually getting
up close and personal with an airplane.  Key among
these is starting mode.  AirHauler provides four…

· Easy
· Medium
· Hard
· Career

With one notable exception, which only occurs in
Career mode, these modes only vary in the initial
conditions for starting the new AH company.  Each
has differing levels of cash, company reputation and
beginning aircraft.  Those things aside, all else
remains the same and once begun, each company
operates under exactly the same set of rules and
conditions.  The flying part and the business part
are exactly the same for all of them – none is more
difficult than the others.

The Career mode exception?  In Career mode, the
user/pilot is subject to the same Maximum Take-Off
Weight (MTOW) limits that are applied to AI pilots
in AH. They are initially limited to AC with a MTOW
below 10,000 lbs.  In the other three modes, the
user may fly any aircraft he can afford to lease or
buy, right from the outset, even though AI cannot.
If he chooses to begin in Career mode, he must
earn his way up the aircraft weight tables by
successfully completing the requisite number of
freight jobs in AirHauler.  That is the sole difference
in Career mode – in all other respects it is identical
to the Hard mode.

The modes table out like this…

Mode Cash Reputation
Aircraft
Easy $500,000 60%
LearJet
Medium $200,000 50%
Caravan
Hard and Career $100,000 40%
Skyhawk

Startup cash is pretty obvious.  That’s your AH grubstake –
your operating capital.  From that you must acquire your first
base and, if you wish to, buy insurance for that first aircraft.
Other things must be paid too as you proceed – fuel and
landing fees are relatively predictable and occur for each job.
Repairs are patently unpredictable – sometimes you get the
bear; sometimes the bear gets you.  Insurance helps – careful
flying helps – but there is no silver bullet.  Once a new month
clicks over, the base lease, insurance premiums and AI pilot
salaries come due again.  You need a little operating cushion
until the freight revenue begins to accumulate in your bank
account.  Startup cash provides it.

Company reputation in a simulation like this may not seem all
that important on the surface.  In AH, however, it serves as a
trigger mechanism for some very important features.  Most of
the vital ones are clustered near the middle of the range.

At 50%, your company is deemed by the financial institutions
to be creditworthy enough to lease aircraft.  The Easy and
Medium mode starts are already at this point. Below that,
outright purchase is the only option, making it very difficult to
work your way out of that starting aircraft in Hard or Career
modes until you’ve reached the 50% reputation level.  When
starting in those modes, some long, hard flying hours are
between you and being able to lease an AC to replace the
one you began with. [there is a workaround – more later]
Twenty successful jobs, with none failed, will do it.  Failed
jobs set you back, requiring even more successful jobs to reach
the all-important 50% rep.

Why is leasing so vital in AH?  Let’s look at an example.  Say
you’re ready to move to the big iron and wish to acquire a 737
for your freight company.  To buy it outright will cost you a cool
$40 million and change.  You’ve got to haul an awful lot of
cabbages to put $40 million in the bank.  Leasing the 737,
however, is much more affordable, with an up front lease
deposit (refundable) coming in at only a tad over $5 million,
plus a monthly lease payment of about $2.25 million each
month thereafter.  That’s still a mountain of cabbages to fly,
but only an eighth of those needed to buy the Boeing out of
pocket.

It’s a fine old business strategy to accept some risk and acquire
the asset as quickly as possible (by borrowing or leasing) and
put it to work generating revenue.  From that revenue the
business can make the payments and hopefully turn a profit
too.  All of that happens far sooner than having to save up to
buy the asset for cash on the barrel-head.  It’s how the world
works. Leasing in AH provides that option.

The next reputation trigger is at 55%.  At that point, you may
begin to hire AI (Artificial Intelligence) pilots – those
mechanized minions who will ply the skies in your stead.  The
Easy mode start, with 60% rep, permits this right away.  At a
Medium mode start or below, you’ll still have to work your way
to it.
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At 60% reputation, the bank has now deemed you sufficiently
reputable that they will trust you with some of their money in
the form of bank loans.  Obviously, only the Easy mode start
confers that level of respectability from the outset – from the
other modes, you must claw your way to this lofty status of
gentility and trustworthiness.

The final factor that differentiates the starting modes is that
single aircraft you own free and clear, as you begin your
fledgling company.  As AH was under development, the
specific starting AC were carefully chosen from the default
AC available – default types only, the developer not wishing
to confront new users with the complexities of importing add-
on AC at the outset.  For reasons of consistency it was
necessary to consider only those default AC that were
available in both FS9 and FSX.  That quickly led to the C-172
Skyhawk, C-208 Caravan and the Lear 45 – name your
poison.

Experienced flight simmers, however, are likely to chafe if
forced to fly a default AC for very long – a half-hour is usually
sufficient to cause a mild rash.  There is a way around that, if
you wish to employ it.  Before even flying the first freight job,
the AH user can simply sell the initial AC.  You’ll get only half
what it could be bought for, but if you’d rather eat worms than
fly the default Skyhawk, you may consider that a good bargain.

AH also permits an overdraft of $100K – you can go into the
red by up to that amount and the bank will still cover the bills.
Putting that into the mix too, I’ve tabled out the following
options at the various startup levels to give some insight into
what’s really possible in the way of a starting AC.

If you choose to immediately sell the startup AH aircraft, you’ll
have the original grubstake amount, the revenue received
for selling the default AC, and up to 100K of deficit spending
(overdraft) available. In round numbers, assuming the choice
of a very cheap $10K first base and retaining an operating
capital of 10% of the selling price of the initial AC, you will
find yourself in one of these situations, depending upon the
starting mode...

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CAREER or HARD Mode

Assets:
Initial Cash - $100K
Sale of Skyhawk - $100K
Overdraft Limit - $100K

Costs:
Base - $10K
Operating Capital - $10K

Cash Available for purchasing (cannot lease at 40% rep)
alternate AC - $280K

Which can buy: C-182 or any of the default Mooneys
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
MEDIUM Mode

Assets:
Initial Cash - $200K
Sale of Caravan - $763.6K
Overdraft Limit - $100K

Costs:

Base - $10K
Operating Capital - $76.4K

Cash Available for purchasing/leasing alternate AC - $977.2K

Which can buy: Lockheed Vega 5B or 5C (but why would you),
or a pair of Beech Barons, or can lease anything up to a DHC
Dash-8.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
EASY Mode

Assets:
Initial Cash - $500K
Sale of LearJet - $1,950K
Overdraft Limit - $100K

Costs:
Base - $10K
Operating Capital - $195K

Cash Available for purchasing/leasing alternate AC - $2,345K

...which can buy: Cessna Caravan, or can lease anything
up to a DHC Dash-8 with a lot of money remaining.  Using
the 100K overdraft is not necessary in this case and you’ll
still have a sizeable wad of cash left over and above the
$195K operating capital.

Obviously the cost of the initial base chosen will affect
these scenarios, particularly in Career or Hard modes. 
Also, the availability of add-on aircraft in the user’s
installation will add to the choices of what’s available to
buy or lease.  In any case, the figures above and the types
of default AC that can be bought or leased will give some
idea of what kinds of add-on AC are really affordable at
the beginning of each of these starting modes. 

It should also be noted that in the Easy mode start, bank
loans are available.  Tapping that to the maximum can
put your available cash up over the $7 million mark –
making the lease of a B-737-400 or an MD-83 possible.
That’s about the practical limit of how high up the AC scale
you can actually begin in AirHauler.  It’s quite a large step
up from the Lear 45.

I think you can see from the foregoing that schlepping
around hauling cargo in one of the default FS aircraft is
unnecessary in AH.  If you own some add-ons you like
more, import them into AH immediately and see what they
come up with for sale price or lease cost.  Chances are
you will not have to fly a single job in the default AC.  You’ll
have to console yourself over not being able to use the
MD-11 or the Herc or the A380 right off the bat, but neither
will you be flying a FS default AC and there’s certainly
something to be said for that.  Happy Hauling.
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Hot Links

by John Allard

This page is a repository for links to the interesting, the odd, the obscure, and sometimes, the useful aviation-related

things to be found on the internet. If you’ve discovered a gem, please submit it with a brief description by e-mail to

Steve Austin or John Allard.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FAA Publications Links:

http://www.rockymountainflight.com/training/FAA_PUBLICATIONS_LINKS.pdf

This link opens a four-page PDF file that contains individual links to dozens of FAA pubs; FARs; AIM; Chart User’s

Guide; Student Pilot Guide; Airplane Flying Handbook; Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge; Instrument

Procedures Handbook; Aircraft Weight and Balance Handbook, and a lot more.  Some of it may be of interest or use

to you – all are government publications – you’re paying the taxes that pay for these, so you may as well have access

to them.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LiveATC Ocala Feed:

http://www.liveatc.net/search/?icao=kocf

Hear live, real-time ATC from our area.  This web-based audio feed monitors the following services and frequencies;

Jax Approach on 118.6 (the approach/departure controller for our area, including KOCF and KGNV); KOCF Ground

on 121.4; KOCF Tower on 119.25 and Unicom on 123.0 (KOCF and possibly some other nearby airports).  Note that

the tower at KOCF is now open – Ground and Tower will be active from 0700 to 2000 local times, daily.  The other

two frequencies, Jax approach and the Unicom, may have traffic at any time, day or night.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Last Time:

http://www.thelasttime.org/

This one is a bit different.  It’s a site dedicated to a one-time event that’s coming up this summer.  It marks the 75th

anniversary of the DC-3 / C-47.  The site is organizing a gathering and mass flyover at the Oshkosh EAA Convention

of up to 40 DC-3s.  This will truly be the last time anything like this is likely to happen.  The site contains a lot of

information that is intended for the participants but also has sections for news and “DC-3 Diaries”, where people

post their past DC-3 encounters, experiences and remembrances - you might find some interesting reading there.  I

also note on the page just a hint of a squabble between the EAA and “The Last Time” organizers over who’s doing

the work and who’s claiming the credit.  Nothing like a little drama to spice things up.

Thanks to Hank Jazwinski for passing this one along.
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Loading your FP :

When someone sends you a FP,— save it to the default folder
( IE : CDrive/ Documents / Flight Simulator X Files)

Open FSX and go to Flight planner / Load / Double click the
FP you require / Select Find Route ( This will show you a
straight red line between the Departure & Destination airports
) to view the full FP ——

Select Load / then double click on your required FP you should
now see the finished FP with all waypoints etc.

Click OK Then Yes when asked if you wish your aircraft to be
moved to the departure airport.

On returning to the splash screen, all you have to do is alter
your season settings / weather theme / gate selection etc. as
agreed with your host for the flight. When ready click Fly Now,
— and off you go !!!

Before takeoff, check your GPS and make sure the FP is loaded. (

Click the FP button and all waypoints etc should be showing, now

click FP button again to return to your GPS map view. ( Don’t forget

to select terrain view ( Terr button ) for more realistic flying.

I hope this has been usefull to anyone who has not been previously

involved with flight planning, — It adds a new dimension to your

FS experience to fly your own routes.

By Andy Flightsim (Associate member)

Designing & Loading a FSX Flight plan

To prepare a flight plan See this :

Open FSX and go to Flight planner. Select your departure
and destination airports.

( In this case I use LSGL in Switzerland to LOWG in Austria.
)

Next click on the Find Route tab, — this will indicate a
straight Red Line between your chosen airports. Make sure
the Edit symbols at the top are Green apart from the V & J
symbols, which you don’t need for VFR routing.

Now, by using the plus & minus signs at the top, you can
zoom in and out of your route.

I tend to select VOR’s / airports / intersections ( blue
triangles ) and approach beacons & feathers. If you keep
zooming in you can track all valleys / lakes / mountain
passes etc, making your flight plan more accurate.

To select anything on your map just left click the Red line
and drag it to your chosen point, — then let go, — this
creates a waypoint along your map route. Click OK when
your finished and Yes, you do want to move your aircraft to
the airport.

If the flight plan is quite full with loads of way points it will
pay you to print it out first. Give your FP a name and save it
to the

default FSX FP folder, — C Drive/ Documents / Flight
Simulator X Files. (When loading the FP, — FSX goes
automatically to this folder for the required FP.)

Your FP should start looking something like this :
Flies are quite cunning. They have little grappling hooks on the
end of their feet, and when they’re going towards a surface,
they literally have to throw themselves straight upwards towards
the ceiling so their head points towards the thing they want to
hit. They reach out with their front legs and they grab hold of
something spiky or rough that they can latch these miniature
grappling hooks onto. They then switch off and fold their wings
away, and swing their body under them in order to lock onto the
ceiling. Now they’re hanging on upside down. When they want
to drop away again, gravity does the work for them. They can
just let themselves go, but they hang on with some feet first so
that one part of their body drops away and then the rest of their
body drops after it so they’re in the right position to begin flying
again. People know this because they wondered that very
question and someone clever invented a camera that could take
pictures fast enough, called time lapse photography. You can
get pictures now at 4000 times a second so you can see
individual wing beats of insects and things. Now they were able
to work out exactly how they’re doing this.

Thanks Dave, I’ve always wondered that!

Flies and how they keep Dave Clark awake nights!

FSX FLIGHTPLANNER


